From: Sadowsky, Shelley [mailto:SadowskyS@dicksteinshapiro.com]
Sent: Wednesday, June 10, 2009 4:40 PM
To: Hossein Hashemzadeh
Cc: Mohammad Habib; gmasters@wileyrein.com; jstewart@wileyrein.com
Subject: Alma Vision Hispanic Network, Inc. Request for dismissal of BDISTVL-20080509ADD
and BSTA-20080808AAM

Dear Mr. Hashemzadeh:
My client, Alma Vision Hispanic Network, Inc. ("AlmaVision"), licensee of KTAVLP, Altadena, CA (Analog Ch. 69) (Facility ID 6791), has authorized me, by this
email, to request dismissal of File No. BDISTVL-20080509ADD, its pending
analog displacement application proposing operation on Ch. 6 at Van Nuys,
CA and its related request for special temporary authority to operate on Channel
6 at Van Nuys, CA (File No. BSTA-20080808AAM).
I have copied counsel for Venture Technologies Group, LLC ("VTG") on
this request since VTG has a Petition to Deny pending against BDISTVL20080509ADD and an Informal Objection pending against BSTA20080808AAM.
Should you wish me to file a letter requesting dismissal of BDISTVL20080509ADD and BSTA-20080808AAM with the Office of the Secretary, please
let me know. Thank you.

Shelley Sadowsky
Counsel
Dickstein Shapiro LLP
1825 Eye Street NW | Washington, DC 20006
Tel (202) 420-3042| Fax (202) 379-9117
sadowskys@dicksteinshapiro.com
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